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INTRODUCTION

The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) began using Partnering, a process that seeks to promote dispute prevention, in construction contracts in 1990. Initially, Partnering was used primarily in large projects. As of early 1992, USACE policy is to develop, promote, and practice Partnering on all contracts (Commanders Policy Memorandum #16 on Partnering, February 18, 1992.) Some districts have effectively implemented Partnering on small projects.

The USACE Charleston District has developed a set of standard operating procedures for Partnering on all projects. It identifies four levels of Partnering, based on the size and complexity of the project and the Partnering experience of the involved individuals.

A three-hour Partnering workshop with an internal USACE facilitator was arranged for the Drayton Hall Streambank Protection Project, a small and relatively straightforward project, complicated by the existence of a third-party customer with a cost sharing arrangement. The Partnering workshop served to create lines of communication, build trust among the participants, address a range of subtle issues that had the potential to derail the project, and set the tone for effectively handling problems that arose during the life of the project.

This case study will: describe small projects Partnering as illustrated by the Drayton Hall Streambank Protection Project; provide examples of the kinds of issues that were raised by the partners and that developed during the project; and assess the value of Partnering in small projects. In addition, it will illustrate how Partnering can contribute to the success of a small project, especially when: 1) a user has little or no experience with USACE contract administration; 2) at least one party has a series of subtle concerns that are not easily discernible by the others; and 3) there is a need to build relationships among the individuals involved with the project.
DESCRIPTION OF SMALL PROJECTS PARTNERING

Partnering is a process that attempts to foster cooperative relationships among USACE, its contractors, and users or "customers", by creating an environment that allows individuals to address issues and concerns through communication, trust, and responsiveness.

The goal of Partnering is a successful project defined by satisfactory work, completed on schedule and within budget. Partnering also helps to manage conflicts as they arise, to reduce and to prevent litigation and contract claims. These results can be achieved by identifying common and individual goals among the agencies and organizations responsible for the project, by discussing potential problems and solutions prior to construction, and by creating a team approach to the project. According to the USACE Pamphlet on Partnering (December 1991):

"Partnering, designed to create a positive, disputes prevention atmosphere during contract performance, uses team building activities to help define common goals, improve communication, and foster a problem solving attitude among a group of individuals who will work together throughout contract performance. ... A central objective of Partnering is to encourage contracting parties to change from their traditional adversarial relationships to a more cooperative, team-based approach and to prevent disputes (p.1)."

The Partnering workshops for small projects, defined as under $1 million, are similar to those of large projects in that both are attended by high and mid-level USACE managers, the contractor, and the user. In addition, the workshops result in Partnering charters, which list shared goals and objectives of the participants.

Small project Partnering workshops, however, require significantly less time and resources than large project workshops. Large project workshops typically are held over a full two or three days, but positive results of Partnering in small projects can be achieved in half-day workshops. Most importantly, Partnering in large projects requires hiring an outside consultant as a facilitator, but an internal USACE facilitator can effectively run a small project Partnering workshop.

As illustrated by the Drayton Hall Streambank Protection project, a commitment of one-half day by each of the major players on the project, plus the time of a USACE facilitator, can greatly contribute to the success of a project.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAYTON HALL PROJECT

Drayton Hall is a National Historic Landmark and a museum property of the National Trust for Historic Preservation (a non-profit, public service organization chartered by Congress). The property includes a Georgian-Palladian plantation house, built between 1738 and 1742 on 350 acres of land, and numerous archeological sites. The most significant of these is the foundation of a 1747 orangerie, a 17-by-32 foot building, which is the oldest known solar-heated greenhouse in the Southeast. There is evidence to suggest that the orangerie may have served not only as a means to protect citrus and other subtropical trees from the cold, but as one of the Nation's earliest "agricultural experimental stations." Recent archeological testing revealed the orangerie to be in excellent condition and protected by a layer of brick rubble.

The orangerie, located close to the Ashley River, was threatened by accelerated erosion of the Ashley River streambank due to powerboat traffic on the river. Hurricane Hugo of 1989 stirred additional fears of losing the site. In fact, Drayton Hall was identified as an endangered National Historic Landmark in the National Park Service's Reports to Congress in 1991 and 1992.

The Drayton Hall project involved the stabilization of the Ashley River bank through a 410-foot long rock revetment, or refacing, of the riverbank. The project was a collaborative effort among the Charleston Soil and Water Conservation District, a subdivision of the South Carolina state government. The contract value was $189,625\(^1\) and was 75% funded by USACE and 25% funded by the Friends of Drayton Hall, a private organization. The contractor, L-J, Inc. of Columbia, South Carolina, has worked with USACE on numerous projects for almost 40 years, and was selected through a competitive bidding process.

Actual construction associated with the revetment project began on March 22, 1993 and the project was completed on June 14, 1993.

\(^1\) This includes a $13,000 modification order to cover the costs of daily surveying of the project. After signing a contract with L-J, Inc., USACE recognized that it would be cost effective for the contractor, rather than USACE, to be responsible for the surveying.
PARTNERING WORKSHOP
DESCRIPTION

The three-hour Partnering workshop was held on the afternoon of February 18, 1992 at Drayton Hall offices, following the morning's pre-construction meeting at USACE offices.

The Participants

Fifteen people attended the workshop: seven from USACE, including the Facilitator, the Project Manager, Chief of Construction, Contracting Officer, and the Design Engineer; four from Drayton Hall, including its Director, Assistant Director, and Superintendent; three from L-J, Inc., including the Project Manager; and one representing both the United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service and the Charleston Soil and Water Conservation District.

Of the participants, only a few of the USACE personnel had prior experience with Partnering. The facilitator and the Chief of Construction had both been to numerous Partnering workshops, including two-day workshops for large projects.

Workshop Format

The workshop was designed as an informal meeting for participants to discuss and make explicit their interests, concerns, and goals for the project. The workshop agenda included self-introductions by all present; a review of the project by the project manager; a brief lecture on Partnering by the facilitator; and group exercises to define success, identify potential problems, develop solutions to problems, and develop a Partnering charter.

Due to the brevity of the workshop, some of the standard elements of the longer workshops were discarded. For example, rather than ask everyone to briefly converse with and then introduce another participant, all introduced themselves and spoke about their own expectations for the workshop.

During his brief lecture on Partnering, the facilitator talked about USACE's use of Partnering to help ensure a smooth project with satisfactory results. He then asked each participant to define success from his/her point of view. As each participant identified individual and team goals for the project, the facilitator listed them on newsprint. Examples of goals included a fair profit, no scheduling delays, no accidents, and no destruction of the site. Next, the facilitator asked each member of the group to identify potential problems. After a problem was stated, the group sought to identify the individual who would be responsible for handling such a problem. This person was then asked to describe what actions he or she would take should such a situation arise. For example, one problem raised concerned the safety of Drayton Hall visitors who might be curious about the project. The contractor agreed to put yellow caution tape around the site to keep visitors away from the work space. All of these exercises were designed to create lines of communication among the participants to support the project.

Unlike large project Partnering workshops, the group was together for the entire workshop rather than dividing into small groups for such exercises as problem identification and generating solutions. The workshop did not include the team building exercises or personality testing of the large project Partnering workshops because these were considered unnecessary for the size of the Drayton Hall project. In addition, the facilitator played an active role in helping to identify potential concerns because of the limited timeframe of the workshop.
In sum, the Partnering workshop, as implemented, attempted to make the time and resource commitment it required, commensurate with the size of the project. The participants without previous exposure to Partnering found the workshop very useful and well-organized. Some of the participants with greater exposure to Partnering agreed that, given the constraints, the workshop was handled well, but they also commented that a lot had been squeezed into a short timeframe.

The Facilitator

The Chief of Construction, the Charleston District's advocate for construction Partnering, selected the Chief of Construction Operations of the Charleston District, the district in which the project took place, to serve as the facilitator. The facilitator was well-informed about the specifics of the project. His training included a one-week dispute resolution course provided by USACE, and this was the third workshop he had facilitated.

The facilitator knew most of the people present and had previously worked on many projects with the contractor. Though he maintained his neutrality, he did not attempt to pretend he was an outsider, without knowledge of the project and the inner workings of USACE contract administration and project management.

All the participants agreed that the facilitator did a good job and remained neutral with respect to the substance of the project. By his own estimation, the facilitator felt the session was a little rushed, and that he was forced to lead the group a bit more than he would have liked, rather than give them time to generate more questions and ideas on their own.
THE PARTNERING WORKSHOP
GOALS AND CONCERNS

The overall goals of the participants at the workshop, as recorded in the Partnering charter, included a commitment to open communication, joint problem-solving, and teamwork to complete the project within the contract schedule, with no lost time accidents, and with maximum protection of the site.

Key Concerns -- User

Drayton Hall is an historic site that is visited by over 65,000 tourists each year. The concerns of the Drayton Hall officials centered on reducing the impact of the project on the property and its visitors. Success meant minimizing any negative impacts to the property, including its gardens, as well as providing lasting protection for the riverbank and orangerie site.

The project required the use of heavy equipment around the river and the orangerie. Drayton Hall representatives asked that particular trees and shrubs be protected. The contractor agreed to use hand shovels under the trees on undercut areas of the river bank to protect their root systems and to be careful not to drive heavy equipment over sensitive tree root systems.

Another concern involved the noise associated with the project. Drayton Hall is a quiet expanse of land and many visitors enjoy its peaceful surroundings. Drayton Hall officials were concerned, for example, that idling trucks waiting to dump gravel would greatly impact the Drayton Hall visitors' experiences. In response, the contractor agreed to schedule only a single truck in the work area at a time, and to have as many trucks as possible make deliveries prior to 9:30 a.m., Drayton Hall's daily opening time. In addition, Drayton Hall officials gave the contractor a schedule of their concerts and special events, and the contractor agreed not to allow any noisy operations during those times. Thus, as a result of the Partnering workshop, the noise associated with the project had little impact on Drayton Hall's visitors.

Finally, Drayton Hall officials also used the Partnering workshop to explain that the contractor might unearth archaeologically significant finds around the orangerie and how to identify and protect such areas and objects of importance.

Key Concerns -- Contractor

The concerns raised by Drayton Hall officials, and the manner in which they were handled during the Partnering workshop, made an enormous contribution to the success of the project. Many of the issues, such as the protection of particular tree root systems and shrubs, were of such a subtle nature that no other forum would have allowed them to be aired. Rather, without the workshop, these issues likely would have been raised only after irreparable damage had occurred.

Key Concerns -- Contractor

The contractor's concerns involved his ability to work in and around the site, interactions with Drayton Hall personnel, the speed of paperwork, and a fair profit from the project. L-J, Inc. raised questions about the access road to the Ashley River, the place to store materials during the project, and the size of the workspace necessary to get trucks in and out.

L-J, Inc. was also concerned about the safety of Drayton Hall visitors, who were likely to be curious about the project. The contractor did not want curiosity seekers obstructing workers or getting injured. As a response, all agreed that the contractor would put yellow caution tape around the perimeter of the workspace and project area to keep visitors away from the site. Drayton Hall agreed to hire a person to route visitors to
alternative parking areas and away from the workspace.

Another issue was the clarity of the chain of command with regard to the project. The contractor was concerned that some Drayton Hall employees, who would be present at the site everyday, might not understand that the contractor worked for, and therefore only took orders from, USACE. The Partnering workshop allowed the chain of command to be explicitly and clearly articulated. The contractor felt that this avoided many potential disputes whereby Drayton Hall personnel might have been tempted to come on-site with requests or orders.

In sum, the key concerns of the contractor revolved around safety and education of the user, most of whose personnel were new to USACE contracting, and his ability to achieve the team goal of completing the project on schedule. Again, many of the issues that L-J, Inc. identified might not have been raised in another forum until actual disputes were underway.

Key Concerns -- USACE

The key concerns raised by USACE at the Partnering workshop centered on communication issues and the ability to complete the project on time, within contract costs, and with no accidents. USACE also wanted to be sure that the Partnering workshop accomplished the task of dispute prevention. To this end, USACE personnel clarified the lines of communication and the chain of command to ensure clarity regarding how to address problems. USACE personnel sought to delineate for the contractor and the user, who was in charge, the responsibilities of each party, and the contacts for problems, should they arise. These communication issues were identified as major contributing factors to satisfy USACE’s ultimate concern -- a satisfactory product completed on time and within budget.
POST-WORKSHOP ISSUES

As a result of the Partnering workshop, a number of issues were raised and effectively resolved during the life of the project.

Access Road

After the Partnering workshop, a number of workshop participants walked the site. A portion of an 18th or 19th century brick wall, exposed by recent rains, was found on the planned temporary access road between the staging area and the upper end of the worksite. The contractor proposed locating the staging area closer to a point midway along the length of the river bank that was being refaced, to enable materials to be dumped directly over the edge of the bank and eliminate the need for the additional access road.

This change created minor adverse effects on some ornamental shrubs, but was approved by the Drayton Hall officials. It was, in fact, ultimately beneficial to both the user and contractor, and was made at no additional cost to the Government or Drayton Hall.

Modified Site Design at Upstream End of Project

During construction at the upstream end of the project, Drayton Hall officials expressed concern that erosion could occur in the river bank at the end of the revetment. The original project design for this area had been amended because of possible adverse effects of placing stone and riprap materials over the roots of two large live oak trees located on the bank. At a meeting convened to discuss these issues, the USACE design engineer, resident engineer, contracting officer, the contractor’s project manager, and representatives of Drayton Hall decided to extend the revetment an additional 30 feet around a corner and along the bank of a creek. No formal change order or additional funds were necessary because the work was accomplished within the material amounts originally estimated for the project.

Use of Dumped Riprap (Large Stones)

The contractor's survey located a hole in the river bank extending for about 150 feet along the bank. If this section had been completed according to the plans, it would have required a considerable amount of coarse aggregate fill to be placed beneath the bedding stone (gravel) and riprap. Because of the depth of the hole and the swift current, there was concern that much of the coarse aggregate would be lost before the hole was actually filled. L-J, Inc. proposed using dumped riprap, as specified by the South Carolina Department of Highways and Public Transportation, to fill the hole and form a toe for the remainder of the slope protection. USACE and Drayton Hall officials agreed because the large stone, up to 24 inches in size, was much less susceptible to washout by the current, while it was being put into place, than the coarse aggregate was. No contract modification was required because the variations in quantities did not exceed the plus or minus 15% limits specified in the original contract.
ASSESSMENT

The user and the contractor both agreed that the Partnering workshop was of great value. The potential disputes they felt were prevented far exceeded their limited costs for Partnering, which was one afternoon for their top personnel. All of the USACE personnel felt there were benefits to the Partnering workshop.

The User

The User was overwhelmingly supportive and satisfied with the use of Partnering. Drayton Hall officials felt that the Partnering workshop set the right tone for the project by providing an opportunity to express their concerns and have them met, especially about protecting the site. They also felt that the clear articulation of the chain of command to all in the Drayton Hall organization probably prevented a host of conflicts. In addition, as a result of the Partnering workshop, those Drayton Hall senior staff members who were not so intimate with the project as others, became convinced that USACE and the contractor were doing everything possible to reduce impacts to the property. This pre-empted likely attempts to micro-manage the project.

The staff at Drayton Hall felt that the project represented a much more positive experience than they had had with past contractors, and they would seek to use Partnering in other projects, including non-USACE projects.

The Contractor

L-J, Inc. was also very satisfied with the Partnering workshop and its results. In one representative’s words, "This probably has gone as smooth as any project we ever did." He felt that, due to the uniqueness of the location and the user’s concerns, Partnering was extremely worthwhile. Without the workshop, the contractor would not have been aware of particular needs of the user such as protection of vegetation and archeological resources. In fact, after learning of the Drayton Hall concerns, the contractor made staffing decisions based on who he felt would understand, and be sensitive to, the needs expressed by Drayton Hall.

The change in the access road at the earliest point in the project -- immediately after the Partnering meeting -- meant savings for the contractor, USACE, and Drayton Hall. As the contractor said, "It’s a lot cheaper to move a stake than a road that’s already been built."

The L-J, Inc. project manager went into the workshop "blind" and somewhat suspect of the time required of him and his staff. However, after the workshop and especially after seeing the results of Partnering throughout the project, the contractor felt the time at the workshop had been well spent. An L-J, Inc. official said that, had the issues not been raised early, the attitudes and feelings would have been difficult and would have likely led to conflicts during the project, especially regarding damage to trees and vegetation that were important to Drayton Hall.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

All USACE personnel involved found benefits in the use of Partnering. The informal nature of the Partnering workshop allowed USACE to educate, especially the users, about its contract administration procedures and the chain of command relative to USACE’s relationship to its contractor.

From a contracting perspective, the relationships generated during the Partnering workshop allowed
decisions affecting the contract to be made quickly and with little cost to USACE, either in increased material costs or paperwork. The project went smoothly; it was completed on time and within contract budget. L-J, Inc. received an "outstanding" rating for the project.

USACE personnel with experience in Partnering found that the small project workshop, though not providing the opportunity to do all the exercises of a large Partnering workshop, accomplished its intended goals.

Partnering as a Dispute Prevention Mechanism

Partnering in the Drayton Hall revetment project clearly prevented disputes that would have impacted the project's cost and schedule. The initial problems with the access road -- an archaeologically significant find was made on the original access road as work was set to begin -- could have led to a delay in starting construction. The change to the design specifications could also have led to delays, additional paperwork, and increased costs. The relationships and attitudes built during the Partnering workshop led to the efficient resolution of problems that arose.

Finally, some Drayton Hall officials would have been likely to assume that the contractor worked for them rather than USACE. The responses they might have received from the contractor in response to their requests might have resulted in angry telephone calls to USACE with the potential for causing work to be stopped until USACE officials could resolve complaints. The likely damage to shrubbery and trees of value to the Drayton Hall site had the potential for resulting in lawsuits against L-J, Inc. (Drayton Hall recently took action against a developer who destroyed trees on a portion of Drayton Hall's lands unrelated to the USACE project.)

Partnering helped to prevent these possible scenarios. As a Drayton Hall official stated, "Without the workshop, as soon as a problem arises, you might assume the contractor is trying to cut corners. In other words, you would be inclined to assume the worst and act defensively. The relationships, built at the Partnering workshop and maintained subsequent to it, changed a potentially defensive and antagonistic approach to a team approach." As a result of Partnering, cooperation among the parties built on itself throughout the course of the project.
CONCLUSION

The Drayton Hall Streambank Protection Project was a success; it was completed on time, with only one minor modification order for surveying, no claims and no accidents, and the user is well-satisfied with the product. There is overwhelming evidence to suggest that Partnering contributed to this success. Without the Partnering workshop, it is highly likely that there would have been additional costs, work stoppages, and negative attitudes among the partners to the project.

Advantages

There were many advantages evident from the use of Partnering in the Drayton Hall project. The Partnering workshop provided opportunities to educate the user about the internal workings of USACE contracting and to clarify roles and responsibilities, to identify lines of communications, and to identify the individuals who handled particular issues. It provided an environment where the group could identify common goals, make explicit individual goals, and iron out potential problems prior to starting work.

Partnering clearly saved time and money over the course of the project. The issues that arose during the project -- the access road, modified site design at the upstream end of the project, and the question of using bedding stone or riprap -- all had the potential to impact the costs and schedule of the project. However, the lines of communication that were drawn during the workshop and the team spirit it generated, allowed USACE, Drayton Hall, and L-J, Inc. to effectively handle these issues as they arose. As a Drayton Hall official put it, "We were all working on the same team to complete a project we could all be pleased with."

Difficulties in Implementing Partnering in Small Projects

Heavy workloads, on the part of USACE personnel, the contractor, and Drayton Hall officials made scheduling the workshop difficult. Finding a free afternoon for all of the 15 participants presented a great challenge.

Another difficulty in implementing the workshop, which may have contributed to the scheduling difficulties, was that the contractor and user had little idea of what to expect from a Partnering workshop. This led to some apprehension on their parts. As one said, "I thought it was going to be a 'feel good' meeting, an exercise in holding." However, he found the Partnering workshop to be very useful.

Finally, there were some difficulties with the format of the afternoon session. Though successful, the short time frame required the facilitator to take a very active role in eliciting information from the participants rather than in allowing issues to rise to the surface during discussions. In addition, the lack of time for division into small groups meant less participation by some present and possibly that some subordinates were reluctant to fully participate because of the presence of their superiors.

In the Drayton Hall project, these difficulties were not insurmountable. The workshop was scheduled and was attended by 15 participants. The abbreviated workshop succeeded in accomplishing the goals of Partnering and did so with appropriate resources given the size of the project.
**Small Projects Partnering**  
The Drayton Hall Streambank Protection Project

**Ingredients for Success**

Success for Partnering in a small project is dependent on all involved clearly seeing that their benefits of participating far exceed their costs. This is obvious when real issues are addressed, such as Drayton Hall's concerns about impact to the site and visitor experience, or when important functions, such as education, are accomplished.

For the Partnering process to succeed, it helps to have a commitment to the process, not only from the high-level USACE managers, who already understand its benefits, but also from mid-level managers, who attend and participate in the workshops.

In addition, the facilitator must keep the discussions focused. With the short timeframe of the small projects Partnering workshop, time management is crucial. Many of the participants commented on the facilitator's ability to keep the group focused and not to allow tangential conversations to reduce the workshop's effectiveness.

It was advantageous to the process that the Drayton Hall Partnering workshop followed the morning pre-construction conference (pre-con) at a different site. The pre-con was held at USACE offices, and the Partnering workshop was held at the Drayton Hall site and included additional personnel. The change in location and the different tone of the meeting contributed to its overall success. The pre-con was considered highly technical and an opportunity to clarify technical and bureaucratic issues. The Partnering workshop, by contrast, was held in a friendlier environment, and the substance of the meeting allowed issues not covered in the morning meeting to come forward.

**Lessons Learned**

- Partnering is invaluable when the project includes a user with little or no experience with USACE. The user can be educated about the contracting relationships and lines of communication. This prevents conflicts that might otherwise develop between the contractor and the user.

- Partnering should be used in cases where the user has very specific concerns that may not be obvious to the contractor or USACE. By addressing such concerns at the earliest stage of the project, potential conflicts are prevented.

- Upfront discussion of potential problems sets an micable tone that allows for discussions of future problems as soon as they arise. This often means that potential cost increases and work slowdowns or stoppages are avoided.

- There may be a need to establish a format for small Partnering workshops that does not attempt to squeeze too many elements of a large Partnering workshop into a short timeframe.

- An internal USACE facilitator can be effective at a Partnering workshop. The user, contractor, and other agency participants all felt the USACE facilitator was fair and neutral throughout the meeting.

- The better educated USACE managers are about Partnering, the greater their commitment to it. Those USACE managers with experience in Partnering and who understand its potential contribution to the success of a project are
more likely to support the use of Partnering and portray it as useful to the contractor and user.

◊ There may be a need to inform USACE personnel that contractors and users value the opportunities provided by Partnering workshops. In this case, the contractor and user found the Partnering workshop to have contributed greatly to the project's success.
Confirm USACE support for Partnering on the project

Identify the USACE personnel who should be present at the Partnering workshop

Select an internal, neutral-trained USACE facilitator

Send a letter to the Contractor’s Project Manager, the Sponsor, and the User inviting them to a Partnering workshop and asking them to bring with them the individuals who will be involved in the project at the highest levels.

Schedule a half-day Partnering workshop

Hold the Partnering workshop at the site, if facilities are available

At the workshop:

- Self-introductions
- Review of the project by the design engineer
- Review of the Partnering process by the facilitator
- State individual and team goals
- Define success through group discussion
- Identify potential problems
- Identify solutions to the problems
- Develop a group Partnering charter which lists common goals and which will be signed by all present

Walk through the project site as a group
### ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SERIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pamphlets</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89-ADR-P-1</td>
<td>The Mini-Trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-ADR-P-1</td>
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